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China CollinsCrowed As MissMid America2007 ff Shon
Thoseinattendance atthe Miss — hopefully, at the endof theevening, would only comment that "at this
MidAmerica pageant were amazed _ will be good enough to earn the — time, there are no plans for another
at the talent Within the pageant crown. Thelegacy ofthe Miss Mid
City to host the national competi—
. America pageant is amazmg There . tion, which is. usuallyin October of.
—— system.
There were four former Miss have been eight former Miss Mid each year Memphis has been good
Gay America titleholders and the America titleholders to win the title to the Miss. Gay America pageant —
reigning Miss Gay America 2007 of Miss Gay America and I hopeto © system, and with its central loca—
— Luscious, on site who entertained be the ninth from this pageant to be
tion, entertainers from across the —
the audience. between category — crowned as MissGay America." _
countryfind itsomewhat convenient —
— Miss Mid America, an official — to come to Memphis to compete.
_ competitions. Victoria Parker, the
reigning Miss Mid America 2006, preliminary tothe Miss Gay America Thus, at this time, there is noreason
entertained and at evening‘s end, 2008 pageant, will celebrate its 20 ‘to have the nationalcontest at any :
coronated China Collins, from Kan— anniversary next year. |
—
other location <%
, The Miss Mid America pageant"
_ sas City, Missouri.
— There are several other Miss Gay
China Collinshas been placed
as is one of nearly 30 preliminaries
America system events comingto
— first alternate forthe last two years — whereby the winner and first alter—
Memphis throughout the remainder _
_at the Miss Mid America pageant nate qualify to compete atthe na— — of the year. In May, Miss Memphis
—and this year, was fortunate enough tional competition, held in Memphis ‘America, an—«official preliminaryto
<tocapturethe coveted crown and ; Oct 17—21, 2007.
Miss Gay Tennessee America; in _
The35—year-otd pageantsystem
s"nearly$3,000in.cash and prizes.
Sept., the Miss Gay Tennessee .
Earning the spot asfrst alternate _
America
pageantwill be coming

~»

"Corolima.
—
7 riCabut only few have bee
When askedwhythis title was so — fortunate enough to becalled “Miss
difficult to win, China replied, "There. Gay America." _
When askedif Memphis would be
is no such thing as an easy win. It is _
all about presentation and execution the permanent home of the national
of a well-prepared: package that" competition, L & T Entertainment

former Miss Gay America Revue'
Terry Eason and Larry Tyger flank China Collins after being crowned f
Show.
as Miss Mid America 2007 The competition was held in Memphis at —
For more information about the
the Madison Flame andservesas a preliminary to the Miss Gay America
Miss Gay America pageant system, |
2008 pageant
log ‘onto www. missgayamerica ;
com.

MGLCCRaises $6000 SellingDatesand Packages 4
byTJ Staff

The entire evening raised just
Former MGLCC
over $6,000according to MGLCC .preSident and cur—>
rent board member
The weatherin midtownMem—I f — treasurer, Will Batts.
Charlie
Weatherall,
MGLcc
>
:
Len Piechowski remi—
phis was serene the evening of—
president, was excited about the
—niscedthat, "[alt the:
Mar. 16 and certainly set the tone
donations andreadily admits to
beginning, we wres—
for the evening of the Memphis
"squeals,
high—fivesand
hugging"
tled
with a substantial
Gay and Lesbian Community
when he realized that the auction — overhead that limited
Center‘s fifth annual Bachelor and
was going to be an enormous:
— ourproceeds. We.
«Bachelorette auction.
success.
_
quickly learned how —
~ Set intheapexof Cooper—
And the woman behind the
to keep the overhead
Young at Dish, nearly twenty peo—
show? —
down to nothing by —
— ple gathered at sunset to prepare *
"My motivation is that if lraise — utilizing the generosity- *>
— to be sold.
enough money, I can help change R of our many support— ___
— As the clock ticked closer tos
things
for our community. The
ers in Memphis. Those
— selling time, Dish qU|ckIy became
center has so many ideas and is
attending the auction
packedwith buyers. Those in:
full of passion. We are only limited | appreciate knowing
— attendance were able to bid on:
that all of their bid
. silent auction items rangingfrom — by money. So, it is my mission to
buy thecream of Memphis’ bach—
money goes directly to support
=a $101 gift certificate to Texas de _ help overcome our limits, raise up,
elors andbachelorettes at this year‘s auction. The event broke all previous
be
heard,
and
make
a
difference
the
center
and
not
to
overhead."
Brazil and a bag filled with Griz—
records, raising more than 6,000 dollars for MGLCC.
for the GLBT community," stated |
Total amount raised wasn’t the
—zlies paraphernalia.
Autumn
Falconer,
MGLCC
vice
—
only
record
broken
that
Friday
Scouring the room to find: an
: would take a break. But to her,
—L know I will start brainstorming
president and event coordinator. |
evening.
‘empty seat proved futile, given
1things are just getting started.
__ on how to improve the auction,
With
no
overhead,
all
proceeds
—
The
highest
bid
was
$600
for
that the auction became a strand—.
She‘s begun working towards her
as well as planning other events.
from theevening went straight to
Rico Campbell. And to further
~ing—room—only event.
next
event.
1 do not know the meaning of the ___
MGLCC, something different from
support the center, artist Monty
— The energy was thick. On top
—— "At the moment my focusis _
word ‘break"! As long as I am in
years
past.
Every
year,
the
auc—
__
Shane
took
a
break
from
his
—
of being able to purchase the _
now on the OUToberfest. This will
Memphis and voted to be on the —
opening gallery tobid himself for ;
perfectdate and package, people ._tion hasproven to go above and
be
the
first
yearfor
the
event
and
board,
I will be here raising money
beyond
its
predecessor,
raising
— the same amount.
were able to also enjoy great mu—
~I want it to be successful. As soon andchangingthe world one event _
more
moneyand
i
i
ncreasmg
ate.
After
such
a
huge
success
— sic, provided by DJ Stevan.
as I get that more under control,
at a time."
a tendance.
one would expect that Falconer
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The Board ofMASTHEAD
Directors
of
Memphis
& Lesbian Community
Center
and
the
staff
of
the
Triangle
Journal appreciate these donors who have helped underwrite
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the

Community Center‘s assumption of the paper.
HONORARY PUBLISHERS ($1000+)
ALLEN COOK and JOHN STILWELL
HERB ZEMAN
§

STEVE SOLOMON

HONORARY MANAGING EDITORS ($500—$749)
BLUE SUEDE BEARS
JAMES WILLIAMS
HONORARY GENERAL MANAGERS ($250—$499)
GARY COOK
MARTY KATZ
LEN PIECHOWSKIT
RON GRAY
FRIENDS OF WATSON ON HER BIRTHDAY

Tamar Moten strikes a pose before
being sold to a lucky woman in the

HONORARY COLUMNISTS ($100—$249)

audience.

Jason Frazier makes a
quirky move flirty gesture
to make sure he‘s bought
by Prince Charming.

WILL BATTS & CURTIS PETTY
DAVID FLYNN
PAUL KELLY

Jamie Hale and emcee Savannah
prepare to get the tone for the

;
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evening.
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TOMMY SIMMONS
HONORARY REPORTER ($50—$99)
—

JAMIE GRIFFIN

TOM & PATTI MARSH.
PATRICIA PRIMROSE
*It‘s not too late to join this group of supporters.
Forinformation contact Will Batts at 830—6048 or
send an e—mail to treasurer@mglcc.org.
Editorial Policy of Triangle Journal
The editorial goal of Triangle Journal, the Newspaper of the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center, is to display proudly
the contributions of the rainbow community in Memphis and the
Mid—south. We are committed to providing information on issues of
interest to our community on both the local and national levels.
Tex newsman-tnor the

Trlang le JourHaj
&a"No Cae
cesmia@
community center
892 S. Cooper St, Memphis, Tennessee 381O4
Ph
901) 827—7277
Ema
Triangle Journal assumes no liability for claims made by advertisers. Appearance in
this publication is not to be construed as an indication of sexual orientation, preference
or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome materials submitted by readers, but
reserve the right to edit or reject such materials. Triangle Journal is published 12 times

A member of the audience hops on stage to sell
herself to ensure that the MGLCC receives as many
donations as possible.
£

DJ Stevan flashes a smile before event coor—
dinator Autumn Falconer sells him to a lucky
f
audience member:

sUBMISSION DEADLINE
Pictures and articles for the next Triangle Journal are due:

%
Apr“ 22, 2007
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Opinions

Straight People Change? The Politics of Gay Identity
issueofofhomosexuality.
a biological cause
research suggests port gay and lesbian civil rights. stepping "behavior," he argues,
cure
Whyandall thatScientific
"sexual
orientation"
very In doing so, they are accepting we should call attention to it and
the focus on the question of can complex phenomenon withis amany
the implicit premise that politi— attack the "coerced assimilation"
gays
change?
Why
not
ask,
"Can
factors
(biological,
psychological
cal equality for lesbians and gay of social minorities.
straight people change?"
and
sociological)
contributing
to
—
men depends on whether being
Even if a trait like race or sex
Both questions focus on the its development. No single factor gay
or
lesbian
is
a
choice
or
is
could
be changed,
it is unjustTheto
same
issue:
if
we
could
change
can
explain
why
people
are
ho—
biologically
innate,
while
ignoring
force
people
to
assimilate!
our sexual orientation/identity, mosexual, heterosexual or bi— the question of whether hetero— argument that "they" (i.e., blacks,
do we have a right to make that sexual, and there may be different sexuality is innate and challenging gays, etc.) could change if they
choice?
determinant factors for different — the heterosexist assumption that wanted to is not sufficient legal
The
argument
that
human
sex—
heterosexuality
is preferable
to ~ reason to discriminate against a
uality is biologically determined is people.
What
about
freedom
of
homosexuality,
unless
the
later
group
based
on theirproblems
"difference."
contradicted by social scientific choice? Why do many in the
is
innate
and
immutable.
I
t
also
There
are
many
with
research,
which
suggests
that
mainstream
gay
movement
argue
assumes
that
"scientific‘
opinion
the
biological
argument
for
gay
sexuality is largely socially con— that it is impossible to choose to is free from cultural and political rights: it ignores the sociological
structed. It ignores not only the be gay or lesbian? Many radical bias, which it is not. Science has evidence of the social construc—
sociological evidence against
feminists argue that women can never been and cannot be "value— tion of sex, gender and sexual
an
innate
unchangeable
sexual—
to be lesbian; that identi— neutral."
identity; it ignores bisexuality and
by Jim D. Maynard ity, but also the radical insight of choose
fying
as
a
lesbian
is
a
social
and
The
beginnings
of
an
approach
the
of bisexuals
toignores
choose
Freud that humans are not born political choice available to wom— to gay/lesbian equality that is not theirright
sexual
identity;
i
t
"homosexual," en to liberate themselves from based on claims of a biologically the cases of people who have
The religious
righthomosexuality
has tradi— "heterosexual"
and that that theordevelopment
patriarchy andThecompulsory
het—gay mandated "sexual orientation" "changed" their sexual identity.
tionally
argued that
an exclusive "heterosexuality" erosexuality.
early
radical
is a choice and that gays and les— ofrequires
have been taking shape over the Even if science could prove a
the
repression
of
homo—
liberationists
argued
that
gay
lib—
bians
can,
and
should,
"change".
past decade. Beginning with the biological cause of sexual orienta—
desire.
eration
requires
the
sexual
libera—
In response, liberal advocates for sexual
groundbreaking
social,
historical
tion, the anti—gay right has even
Even Kinsey,
the
much
mis—
tion
of
everyone
from
the
socially
gay and lesbian civil rights argue understood
and
philosophical
arguments
of
eugenic research to
and misquoted sex constructed hetero/homo dichot— Michel Foucault and queer theory embraced
that
homosexuality,
or
sexual
ori—
"cure"
i
t
.
The
argument
rejected the concept omy. They believed that everyone and postmodernist sociological is inadequate biological
entation in general, is not a choice ofresearcher,
and
fails
to
address
an innate sexual orientation, could be "gay." They rejected the studies and research on the "so— the complexity of sexual identity
and that gays and lesbians should preferring
to categorize
people scientific claim that homosexuality cial construction" of sex, gender and justice.
have civil rights protections
based on their
sexual behaviors.
a biological or psychological and sexuality, we now have new
because
they
are
born
gay
or
One‘s right to be gay, lesbian,
used a continuum from ex— was
pathology
or
that
same—sex
desire
lesbian and cannot change their Kinsey
tools
to
use
in
the
fight
for
sexual
bisexual
or straight is the right to
homosexual
to
exclusive
was
even
"abnormal."
The
gay
sexual orientation. Both of these clusive
justice.
The
political
and
legal
be
free
from
religious inandprivate
gov—
heterosexuality to map human rights movement created a mod— fields have been slow to grasp the ernment interference
arguments
are
misleading
and
sexual behavior. He had to use ern "gay" identity. There have not social constructionist argument lives, to make choices about sex
over—simplify scientific research this
been "gay" people, so it but some legal scholars are be— partners and who to have intimate
on Insexual
orientation.
sexualcontinuum
behaviorbecause
did not fallhuman
into always
is
erroneous
to claim that people ginning to catch on.
a new twist, Rev. Albert
relationships with. Don‘t let those
exclusive
heterosexual
and
ho—
are
"born"
gay.
Bisexuals
are
also
Mohler Jr., president of the
In
2001,
Kenji
Yoshino,
an
opposed
equalityTotake
mosexual categories as the innate left out of the "sexual orientation Asian—American law professor at away the torightsexual
Southern
Baptist
Theological
to
choose.
be
theory of sexual orientation sug— is not a choice" paradigm, since Yale, wrote an article in the Yale gay, lesbian, bisexual or straight
Seminary, wrote that science
gested.
Kinseyand
neverhomosexuals
argued that they can choose their sexual iden— Law Review arguing that by fo— involves making a series of
"points to some
level of biological
heterosexuals
If weargument
base gay/lesbian
rights
causation"
of homosexuality,
but were
cusing
on "immutable
traits,"
the choices. Those choices should be
two separate innate sexual tity.
on
the
that
i
t
is
not
a
he supports finding a scientific orientations.
race
model
that
many
civil
rights
other basic human
Freud, he be— choice, then we exclude bisexuals groups, including gays, have at— arightrightandlikenotanydependent
"cure," since he believes homo— lieved that allLike
upon
human beings were and deny their right to choose. tempted to apply to their struggle scientific theories about sexual
sexuality is still a sin. The media potentially bisexual.
Mainstream gay/lesbian orga— for equal rights may obscure
is once again focusing on the
orientation.
Defendidentity
the freedom
nizations
have
embraced
ques—
other
forms
of
discrimination
that
to
choose
sexual
quit
tionable biological explanations all groups, even blacks, may be hiding behind questionableandscien—
of homosexuality (e.g., the "gay subject to but that are not forbid— tific dogma.
gene") as a political tool to sup— den by the law. Instead of side—
Can

Memphis Gay
and
legsbian
Community
Center

temleatt,

901.275.6422
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Opinions
Control

Is Taken,

mmm

by Corey Taylor
According to the FBI‘s Uniform
Crime Reporting Program, in
2005, 1,017 single—bias incident
hate crimes against sexual orien—
tation were reported (crimes for
2006 are not yet calculated). As
several states continue to pass
laws against queer people, and
with people at the national level
who continue to try as well, a
clear message is sent to individu—
als who harbor hate: it is okay
to harm people based on their
sexual orientation.
It is not difficult to equate
anti—gay legislation with individual
violence against queer people.
San Francisco‘s board of supervi— —
sors passed resolutions against
anti—gay advertising, saying that it
"validates the oppression of gays
and lesbians and may encour—
age violence." The resolutions
were upheld by the U.S. Court of
Appeals. If anti—gay advertising
can promote violence, anti—gay
legislation certainly has the same
power. However, power is given,
but control is taken. Do not ac—
cept vulnerability. There are ways
to protect oneself.
For the price of a pack of ciga—

Xz. %

A
axemtim

by Monica Engesser
My mom once told me that
it takes at least six months to
really feel at home in a new en—
vironment. Approximately seven
months ago I packed up my ‘94
Dodge Shadow and moved to the
dirty south. I came with many pre—
conceived Yankee notions about
what I might find. I had one good
friend waiting for me in the city of
soul, and I was humming the cho—
rus to "Me and Bobby McGee."
I came to Memphis in the sti—
fling late summer heat and began
that awkward transitional phase
in a new city. Memphis is full of
transplants, and the constant
influx of new faces keeps things
fresh.
There are things I miss about
the liberal north, but I‘ve come

Strength

rettes a day, or the price of one
fast food combo a day, a person
can learn a martial art. The Na—
tional Martial Arts Association can
provide a list of near—by schools
(dojos). Martial Arts training not
only teaches self—defense, but it
is a complete experience that can
better prepare one for life in gen—
eral. And don‘t just use that gym
membership to meet cute guys;
take advantage of their personal
trainers and train for strength.
This is but one way to be better
protected on the street.
lowa State University has a
Web site that lists tips for person—
al safety (dps.iastate.edu/Safe—
tytips1.htm!). The site suggests,
"Don‘t let strangers know you live
alone; invent a roommate or large
dog. Don‘t park next to vans. But
something else to keep in mind
is that predators are everywhere.
When cruising online, be selec—
tive about the strangers you‘re
letting into your home. Trust your
instincts and maybe spring for
a motel room. A hot hook—up is
not worth a potential beating, or
worse. For times when you do
bring dates to your home, have a
self defense plan already in mind
in case your date takes a bad

to a new appreciation for easy
southern living as well. South—
erners have a sense of humor
impossible to find north of the
Mason—Dixon line, whetherit‘s a
pig advertising BBQ or getting to
say "So first you‘re gonna wanna
hop on Sam Cooper," every time
you give directions.
The weather is beautiful. I‘m
sure this summer I‘ll complain
about the stifling humidity, but
this was one of the best winters
I have ever experienced. Native
Memphians might make fun of
their city, but there‘s a great sense
of pride. Every time someone
finds out I‘m from Minnesota, their
first question is "so what do you
think of Memphis?" and they re—
ally want to know the answer.
The diversity is a really positive
thing to get to experience.
Although there is more racial
tension here than up north, there
is also a much more diverse
population, and I‘ve learned more
about race relations in the half
year I‘ve spent here than in the 23
years I lived in the north.
Although Minneapolis,
Minnesota has one of the largest,
most active gay communities in
the United States, Rochester,
the city I moved from, did not.
There was not one single gay bar
and drag shows were held once
a week at a straight bar turned

Obtained

turn."
If protecting your home with
a gun, it is vital to learn how to
use it properly to avoid accidents.
Contact state police through
their Firearms division. They have
lists of places where one can get
trained on how to load, shoot,
clean, store and generally main—
tain a firearm. Such training can
prevent a gun from getting into
the wrong hands in the home,
prevent panic accidents, and will
provide education about the law
regarding protection from intrud—
ers using a weapon. If thinking
about getting a gun and not living
alone, be sure to discuss it with
the other members of the house—
hold and make sure it is some—
thing everyone mutually agrees
upon having in the home.
Tips such as these are not
meant to inspire the community to
live in fear. On the contrary, these
are practical precautions to use
to take control. All that‘s needed
is to learn how to physically pre—
pare one‘s self for defense. That
knowledge will translate into con—
fidence, which will get rid of fear,
and that confidence will translate
into real personal strength.

queer for the night, or else in one
of the Radisson hotel ballrooms.
I was the only bisexual I knew.
The thriving gay community in
Memphis has been a welcome
change. Although I‘ve always
considered myself a very laid
back person, there‘s a southern
nonchalance that I‘ve enjoyed
getting used to. Sure, it might
take three days of calling to set
up a doctor‘s appointment, and
perhaps the grocery store never
carries the same foods twice
—
in the same aisle in the same
month (it took me six weeks to
find corned beef at a Kroger),
but the flip side is being able to
stop and listen to the music, take
a moment to breathe in the cool
breeze drifting off the Mississippi,
and smile at the faces going by.
1 consider myself fortunate
that the Fates decided to bring

me here, and as the days slipz by
with an easy charm, I feel more
and more at home. Perhaps I‘ll

always like Dylan better than Elvis
and prefer vegan food to BBQ,
but this city has opened it‘s arms
to me. And I am content to lean
back, put on some shades, and
go along for the ride.
The views and opinions expressed
by authors in this publication do
not necessarily reflect MGLCC,
this paper, or anyone else but the
authors themselves.

Corey Taylor is a graduate student in Illianois who received his
bachlor‘s degree from University of Memphis. The collection of his
short essays will be published later in the year.
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Events
Memphis
by Sharon Leicham
Fresh off the success of its
inaugural 2006 season, the Mem—
phis Farmers Market at the Cen—
tral Station Pavilion in downtown
Memphis has planted some new
seeds of change among the bum—
per crops it harvested last year.
The 2007 season opens May 5.
New vendors join the old. More
than 50 vendors have signed up
for the 2007season so far. These
vendors include agriculture (fruits,
vegetables, and plants), value—
added foods, and craft products.
And all will share the space be—
neath the covered pavilion on
G.E. Patterson between Front and
South Main.
"We were more selective in our
vendors this year in order to not
only keep our quality up, but im—
prove it," says Ellen Dolich, chair
of the market‘s vendor commit—
tee. "All vendors were juried, and
we used percentages to keep the
balance we wanted. Agriculture
will make up approximately 70
percent, value—added goods (Jel—
lies, nuts, baked goods, candles,
honey, etc.) 20 percent, and craft
products 10 percent."
"The Memphis Farmers Market
is a growers‘ market, and we sup—
port local vendors and farmers,"
says Susan Kitsinger, chair of the
market‘s event committee. "That
is why we do not permit items

Farmers

Market Grows

that have been purchased from
somewhere else to be re—sold at
the market. We want to support
the local farming way of life, and
reselling items doesn‘t do this or
support the market‘s mission."
To ensure variety from week to
week, many value—added vendors
and artisans are scheduled on
a rotating system to provide as
much variety as possible. Artisans
will only offer goods designed
for use in the kitchen or garden
area, which again ties back to the
market‘s mission.
A vendor showcase is another
new field for the market, adding
an educational and instructive
component.
"Maybe it‘s a wild flower ar—.
rangement demo," says Kitsinger.
"Or the goat cheese vendor could
tell us how he makes his cheese.
We just want to put the spotlight
on our vendors, too."
Other new possibilities include
a fine art day, raffles, and a mar—
ket cafe, which would offer food,
coffees, smoothies, and a place
to rest, relax, and socialize.
What remains the same at the
market are those components
that made it the cream of the
crop last season. The music com—
munity has turned up the volume
with its support and visitors will
enjoy live music entertainment
every week while they shop. Area
chefs and dietitians will host

Its Second

Season

cooking demos,
and chefs will
be asked to
join cooking
competitions
two Saturdays
each month. The
health education
piece will pro—
duce a monthly
event that ties in
what‘s available
at the market
to a health per—
spective.
The Farm—
ers Market Web
site will list each
week‘s in—sea—
son produce
at the market,
as well as the
_ entertainment,
demos, educa—
tion, and special
event highlights.
One of the goals
Picking fresh produce at last year‘s Farmers Market isn‘t the only thing that people will
is a change
be able to do this year. The market will also provide demonstrations, live entertainment, and
in visitors‘ at—
a cafe to become a community gathering place.
titudes: use the
grocery store only to supplement
that last year, and you‘ll see it
what you can‘t get at the market.
season.
Eat fresh, eat local.
"We want this to be a com—
again this year." —
For more information about the
The market will remain open on
munity gathering place," says
Memphis Farmers Market go to
a once—a—week timetable, every
Kitsinger. "There‘s a certain magic
www.memphisfarmersmarket.org
Saturday from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
that happens at the market every
or call 901—575—0580.
and May 5 through Oct. 27 start—
Saturday morning. I think you saw
ing one week earlier than last year
to take advantage of strawberry
a Mid—South Pride affiliated event

Bach
The second concert in this
year‘s "Bach at Idlewild" series
will be held Sunday, Apr. 1 at
4:00 p.m. at Idlewild Presbyte—
rian Church, 1750 Union Avenue.
Featured ensembles will be the
Idlewild Adult Choir and the
Rhodes MasterSingers Chorale,
soloists and chamber orchestra in
a program of Bach sacred vocal
and organ music. Soloists include
Bradley Robinson (University of
Mississippi), Carole Blankenship
(Rhodes College) and George
Ensminger (Idlewild Church).
John David Peterson (University
of Memphis) is organist and Ted
Gibboney, Idlewild‘s Music Direc—
tor and organist, will conduct.
Tickets are $10 and are available
at the church by calling Ted Gib—
boney at 726—4681.
The "Bach at Idlewild" series
presents the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach (1685—1750) as
examples of sacred art and com—
posed sacred devotional poetry.
In many ways, both obvious and
detailed, the works embody and
express religious ideas. The com—
positions for the Apr. 1 program
are particularly appropriate for the
current Christian season of Lent,
as through meditation and wor—

Performs at

Idlewild

ship, followers consider the life
and teaching of Christ and pre—
pare for Holy Week and Easter.
The program will begin with
the choral Cantata #68, "For God
So Loved the World." In addition
to the much—loved soprano aria
"My Hear Ever Faithful," sung
by soprano Carole Blankenship,
this cantata includes large—scale
opening and closing choruses and
a delightful and virtuosi aria for
bass soloist, George Ensminger.
Bradley Robinson will sing the
solo bass Cantata #82 "Ich Habe
Genug" ("I‘ve Had Enough"),
based on a meditation of a Chris—
tian view of death, which includes
wonderful and evocative writing
for solo oboe.
The concert will close with the
large motet for double chorus
based on a scriptural text from
Romans 8, "The Spirit helps us in
our weakness."
This extraordinary and com—
plex work, originally part of a
funeral service, lifts up the power
and pervasiveness of spiritual
matters in life and death. Inter—
spersed between the cantata
presentations will be selected
organ works by Bach, performed
by organist John David Peterson.
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The final "Bach at Idlewild"
concert will be held Sunday, Apr.
29 at 4 p.m. and will feature the
Memphis Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Maestro David
Loebel, and the University of
Memphis Chorus.
Idlewild Presbyterian Church in
midtown Memphis strives to be a
warm and welcoming community
of faith.. In addition to the beauti—
ful music of pipe organ, strings,
carillon and voices, Idlewild is
filled with faith and fellowship and
a sense of mission to the commu—
nity. For information about church
programs and events, please visit
their Web site at www.idlewil—
dchurch.org or call the church
office at 901.726.4681.
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featuring
gibt musical strands
that are an integral
part of the fabric
of society
and performances
by members and
friends of First
Congregational
church
Saturday, June 2nd—
7:30pm
_
ps
First Congregational Church _
1000 S. Cooper Street
ant"

Memphis, TN 38104
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Events
An
by Kirsten Vande Berg
"And me, I‘m sick of seeing
my image thrown back at me by
a mirror, like a bad smell. You‘re
my bad smell," says Claire to her
sister, Solange, in New Moon‘s
upcoming production of Jean
Genet‘s The Maids.
What hateful image do two lov—
ing sisters see as they gaze upon
one another, and to what lengths
will they go to destroy the "reflec—
tion in the mirror?" This twisted
role—playing tale follows two
maids‘ struggle to free themselves
from the shackles of servitude by
attempting to murder their mis—
tress. The sisters find themselves
in what appears to be an impos—
sible predicament: they are bound
to their mistress by servitude and,
therefore, society‘s perceptions
of their station in life. They find
that only through role—playing can

Evening with
they attempt to shatter their real—
ity and, ultimately, their identity.
This quest for freedom spirals out
of control as more risks are taken,
each time raising the stakes on
their dangerous game.
In The Maids, playwright Jean
Genet pursues the existential theme
of identity through the use of mirror
images, reality vs. illusion, submis—
sion vs. dominance. First directed
by Louis Jouvet in 1947, The Maids
was originally performed with a cast
of three women, much against the
playwright‘s wishes for a cast of
three young boys. A homosexual,
social outcast and petty thief, Jean
Genet spent much of his young life
in prison.
After numerous convictions, he
was threatened with life imprison—
ment but was freed after several key
influential writers came to his aid.
Jean Genet‘s work seeks to point
out a certain social predestination,

Advance
Your Wishes, Your Choices, an
Advance Health—Care Planning class,
will be held Saturday, Apr. 14, 2007
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Center
in the Cooper—Young area.
Your Wishes, Your Choices will be
presented by Ayla Heartsong and is

The Maids At Theatreworks
defining the "others," those who
are seen, or see themselves, in a
certain light simply because of the
projections that society places on
them. In his search for identity, Gen—
et creates a world of duality where
people become interchangeable
and reality, at best, is absurd.
New Moon‘s upcoming pro—
duction directed by Gene Elliott
purveys the notion that those who
are miserable and imprisoned by
perceptions can sometimes only
try to find the way to ireedom of
identity by assuming roles. The
Maids will feature an all male cast
and a set that runs the gamut
from realistic to exaggerated,
where the play within a play motif
will keep the audience guessing
between illusion and reality.
The Maids will run Apr. 20—29
with performances on Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday,
Apr. 29 at 2 p.m. at Theatreworks.

Health—Care

one of many courses offered in 2007
by Lavender University, the commu—
nity education project of MGLCC.
No one wants to talk about ‘what
if‘s,‘ especially when it comes to
medical emergencies. All too often,
loved ones are put in the painful
position of making life—or—death deci—

Nick Taylor and Zac Cunningham (left to right) portray two sisters at—
tempting to keep themselves entertained in New Moon‘s production of
The Maids. The show will run at Theatreworks from Apr. 20—29.

Planning

sions without really knowing if this is
"what she would have wanted." Most
hospitals now ask if patients have
some directives in writing because
they don‘t want to make the "wrong"
decision either. Advance Health—
Care Planning, such as designating
one person to be an ‘agent,‘ talking

Course Offered

candidly about what treatments you
consider acceptable or not, can bring
enormous peace—of—mind, even if the
family & friends never have to face
those heart—wrenching situations.
And the workshop will provide
basic definitions, worksheets, legal
forms and ‘talking points‘ for start—
ing the conversation with family and

—

friends.
A suggested $5 dollar donation
benefits the MGLCC, but none will be
turned away for lack of funds.
For location information,
contact MGLCC at 901—278—4297
or www.mglec.org. and for course
information, contact Ayla Heart—
song at 901—326—8861.

MASSAGE

—

=Ad

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
761—7977
BY APPOINTMENT

Directed By

Written By

Gene Elliot

Jean Genet

for

IN/OUT CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

Friends

Mon., Apr. 2 & 16
A

ril 20 —

29,

2007

Fridays & Saturdays at 8 pm

Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Ave.

Sunday, Apr. 29 at 2 pm

Box Office 274—7139 or 278—7025
www.NewMoonTheatre.org

6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
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Memphis Square

Neshoba

Dancers Gather for Fun

by Sonia Garner

Ever thought about square
dancing? Chances are slim to
none. Most people don‘t even
know what square dancing really
is. But one local group has turned
square dancing into a fun past
time and a great opportunity for
long—lasting friendships.
These dancers are part of an
internationally recognized square
dance club called The Cotton
Pickin‘ Squares. It is a non—tra—
ditional square dance club that
is a member of the International
Association of Gay Square Dance
Clubs. The members of the Cot—
ton Pickin‘ Squares are of all ages
and come from various back—
grounds. They are also an open—
minded and welcoming group and
delight in having dancers that can
feel at home.
So, what is square dancing?
Well, first of all, it is a great car—
diovascular workout. Each square
is made up of eight dancers, men
and women. Additionally, there
is a caller that is in charge of the
squares.
There are no dances that the
dancers must memorize. Instead,
the caller "calls out" basic move—
ments andsequences in order to
create the dance; this is done to
music. But don‘t worry
not
just country and western!
When done correctly, dancers
create a beautiful dance filled with
turns and swings. And don‘t worry
about making mistakes because
even the best dancers forget what

Tsarus

they are doing. Luckily, The Cot—
ton Pickin‘ Squares can laugh at
themselves!
Dancing with The Cotton
Pickin‘ Squares also provides the
opportunity to dance with other
square dancers from around the
world. Square dance clubs host
fly—ins, which give dancers the
opportunity to see new places,
dance, meet new people, and
have lots of fun. The Cotton
Pickin‘ Squares also get together
on a regular basis for non—square
dancing functions. This includes
kayaking, traveling, shows, yard
sales, and the all time favorite,
eating!
The Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
meet every Thursday at 7 p.m. at
Holy Trinity Community Church,
685 S. Highland. New members
are welcome any time. No experi—
ence is necessary, and there is no
dress code. Single dancers and
dancers with partners are wel—
come. You can even choose if you
want to dance as a boy or a girl!
Upcoming events include
Thursday, Sept. 28, 2006 at 7
p.m. and getting wild hair to come
and try square dancing and also
helping the organization to cel—
ebrate national square dancing
month. There will be contests for
wild and crazy hair. Light refresh—
ments will also be provided. There
is no admission fee and all are
welcome to bring friends. The
dancers hope to see everyone
soon!

Man

of the Year

Unitarian

After a year—long search, the
members of the Neshoba Unitar—
ian Universalist Church in Cor—
dova called Reverend Bill Neely
to be their minister; he will be
the second minister to serve this
congregation. Reverend Neely‘s
official installation ceremony cel—
ebrates his selection. The formal
installation will be Sunday, Apr. 1
at 5 p.m. at the congregation.
Guest speakers include Dr.
Laurel Hallman, Senior Minister
of the First Unitarian Church of
Dallas, Rev. Bob Klein, Minister of
the Unitarian Universalist Church
of Little Rock, and Rev. Jen—
nifer O‘Quill, Minister of Second
Unitarian Universalist Church of
Chicago, plus John Tolley from
Chicago and Jean Rowe. Jean
Rowe was Neshoba‘s founding
minister and served there for 12
years. A reception will follow the
ceremony.
Rev. Bill Neely came to Ne—
shoba Church in July 2006. He is
a graduate of Meadville Lombard
Theological School in Chicago
and served as a student minis—
ter at churches in St. Paul; MN,
Rockford, IL, and Fond du Lac,
WI. Raised Presbyterian, Neely
founded the Unitarian Universalist
Church in college when he joined
the Unitarian Church of Norfolk,
Virginia. He was active in the faith
from the beginning, serving in
numerous leadership roles and
attending district events before
beginning seminary in 2002. Neely
remains active in district and
national events, serving on the

Banquet to

Installs

Minister

Board of the South—
eastern Unitarian
Universalist Summer
Institute (SUUSI) and
attending various
regional and national
gatherings.
Bill and Shannon
Neely were married
in May 1998 at the
Norfolk church. They
both lived in Virginia
Beach, Virginia for
most of their lives
and many of their
family members still
do. Shannon enjoys
yoga, reading, warm
weather, and music.
Bill enjoys reading,
politics, sports, and
running. Both like na—
ture and enjoy walks
in the woods and
days on the beach.
Both also adore their
wondrous 23—year—
Reverend Bill Neely will be formally installed
old cat, Pesty.
at the Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church on
Rev. Neely states
Apr. 1 after a year of fellowship and ministering
that, "Neshoba
with the congregation.
Church is a vibrant
and loving commu—
nity that knows that the religious
Whoever you are, you‘re welcome
life is one of service, celebration,
here."
and contemplation. We know that
Come see the newly installed
striving for right relationships be—
Reverend Neely in action. All
tween diverse people can deepen
are invited to visit the Neshoba
our faith. We know that diversity
Unitarian Universalist Church in
itself can be a great strength. We
Cordova at its 11 a.m. Sunday
know that serving God means
worship services at 7350 Raleigh—
working for justice and compas—
LaGrange Rd. For more informa—
sion here and now. And we know
tion, visit the Web site at www.
that we‘d love for you to swing by
neshobauu.org.
on a Sunday morning and join us.

Lavender University
The Educational Committee

Benefit

Food

Pantry

of the
MGLCC

by Vincent Astor

Tsarus, Memphis, the oldest
leather/levi club in the mid south,
currently has plans underway to
honor the members of Tsarus at
this year‘s Man of the Year (MOY)
banquet in honor of their thirtieth
anniversary. This year‘s banquet
has been scheduled for Tuesday,

June 5 at 7 p.m. It will return to
The Madison Flame and be a part
of the week‘s Pride celebrations.
Members have voted that the
Nancy Fletcher Food Pantry at
Friends for Life will receive the
proceeds from this year‘s event.
Former MOY recipients are com—
ing forward to sponsor the dinner.
The meal will be sponsored so
that all ticket proceeds will go to
the food pantry.
s
Tsarus created the MOY award
in 1985. Allen Cook, who received
the first award with his partner
John Stilwell, will be one of the
featured speakers. Many of the
twenty—two previous recipients
are still in the area and active in
the GLBT community.
The GLBT community has
always been invited to the event
and recipients have always been
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warmly approved by the rest of
the community. The club accepts
nominees from the community
and then decides on the honoree.
Recipients and nominees have
been men, women, groups and
organizations ranging from former
Tsarus presidents to HeartStrings
volunteers.
This year, it will be the club‘s
turn to sit at the head table and
be served. Sharon Wray, 1995
MOY receipient, has donated the
use of Madison Flame and will
be a featured speaker. Matthew
Presley, MOY 1996, will assist
in decorating. Other speakers
include Rev. Ed Hammett, MOY
1993, and Vincent Astor.
Tickets are $8 and will be
available to the public beginning
in May at Inz and Outz, Madison
Flame and the Pumping Station.

presents

Medical Update for GLBT People
by Arnold Drake M.D.
Internist and Gastroenterologist
President andFounder of
PFLAG Memphis
APT. 21, 2007
1 ~3 p.m.
MGLCC — 892 S. Cooper Ave.

Dr. Drake will review those health care prac—
tices that are relevant to GLBTpeople to

pre—

vent disease, latest news on the new epidemic,
and how andwhy to come out to your doctor.

Local

Mystic Krewe of Pegasus
Memphis Celebrates Mardi Gras in
Style
by Ed Rachels
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Mr. Larry Tyger and Ms. Shari Walker were crowned as King and Queen
Pegasus the IV at the Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis‘ 2007 Mardi

— Gras Ball.
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10% FOR OUR 10%
10 % OF THE PROCEEDS FROM
THE SALE OF SELECTED PRODUCTS
G0 TO MID—SOUTH PRIDE FOR
THIS YEAR‘S PRIDE CELEBRATION
MeTH——10—7
Fri Sat

10—8

Sun

12—5

OZH — 110 ung — zA01 10g — app jpuos1ag (Ang pup snojngoy) 4‘y*4 — ang unis ifouaw

Pride Stickers — Magazines — Music — DVD Rentals — G—Storm — Colt — Magnets — Buttons

Adult Toys — Books — Video — Lube — Pride Je‘kxwh 29

Carmelia Henderson prepares to take flight after presenting herself at
the ball.

Cologne — Candles — Novelties — Party Supplies — Gag Gifts — Pet Decorations — Body Jewelry — Gift Certificates
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Out of theMidSouth
delgrupoRBD
‘ToleranCia a IadiverS|dad’SoliCita elintegrante
tras emitir un comunicado en el. cual acepta ser homosexual
by Assocrated Press

352007 fueron expuestas crertas
antes con todos mis fans que
fotografias que muestran una —
son los que mas me preocupan y
Christian Chavez acepta que' s partede mi, de la cual no me
por lo cual decidi ser honesto.
— sentia preparado para hablar por
es homosexual
— Ojala puedan ver mas alla de _
el miedo al rechazo, a la critica,
El integrante de RBD emiti6
— la nota, soy un ser humano como
pero sobre todo por mi familia y
este dia un comunicado a través
cualquiera, con defectos y vir— —
sus consecuenmasv
.
~s
de la pagina oficial del grupo en
tudes y no creo que esto sea un _
Creo que ha llegado la hora de
el cual expresa a sus fans: "No
defecto, no lo voy a negar.
_
crecer, nosolo como ser humano,
quiero mentir, ni mentirme por
‘Solicito y agradezco a la .
sino como artista. Creo que el —
prensa el respeto hacia mi familia
miedo".
— amores el sentimiento mas puro —
Al hacer referenCiaa unas
y hacia mi persona, conlo cual
que existe y en esta carrera Ilena _~ concluyo el tema con esta carta —
fotografias subidas de tono pub— _
_de soledad, el tener la oportuni— __ yno haré declaraCiones posteri—
licadas ayer, el actor y cantante
—— dad de compartir esos momentos ores.
comenta que sesiente mal de
con alguien, al cual miras y se
no informarde sus preferencias
Tengo miedo e incertidumolvida todo lo negativo, eso es
sexuales con anterioridad, de —
bre, pero yo me apoyo en mis
un regalo de la vida, que atesoro
"no haber podido compartir: esto
fans, yo sé que su amor es mas
mas que la fama.
antes con mis fans".
f
— grande que esto, les pido detodof
Ya no quiero mentir y mentirme — — corazon que no me juzguen por
"Soy un ser humano como
— cualquiera, con virtudes y defec— — por miedo, adoro lo quehago, _
haber sido honesto y sobre todo _
cantar y actuar es mi vida, mi __
— tos, y no creo que esto seaun —
que siempre se sientan orgullosos .
pasion, Jamaspodria hacer algo
defecto", agregaChristian. —
delo que son y nunca comentan
— distinto, me siento muy mal por
Este es el texto integro del —
el error que yo cometi. —
:
no haber podido compartir esto
__ comunicado:
{Tolerancia a la diversidad!
2 El dia primero de marzo del —

Christian Chavez recently revealed to the media thathe is gay

PreSidentiaI CandidateBill Richardson Requests End of Anti-#
Gay Military
%by Associatedf Press

told the AP in Santa Fe,refer— :
Two of his competitors for the %
Democratic presidential nod, sen;
ring to the ban on openly gay —
Me
R
— service members, signed into law — ators Hillary‘Clinton and Barack:
y Richardson the Democrat- by then—preSident Bill Clinton in_
Obama,alsodisavowed Pace‘s
— ic governor‘of New MeXico and — . the 1990s. "People should not
comment‘s Mar. 22, according
2008 preS|dentiaI candidate an—
to the AP, finally saying that they —
be judgedbased on their sexual
nounced Mar. 22 that he believes
orientation. Throughoutmy entire _ disagree that homosexualityis
— the "don‘t ask, don‘ttell"policy
~ career I have fought for equal
immoral after avoiding the issue —
of the military shouldbe repealed
rights and against discrimination
earlierin the week
Responding to Joint ‘Chiefs of
of anykind." —
§
Richardson added that Paces
Staff chairman PeterPace‘s anti— —
gay comments earlier this week,
~ remarks were “unfortunate and
_
_ the onetime congressman said he _ called onPresident Bush to con— —
doesn‘t agree that homosexuality — demn them. Inhis interview with
—— is immoral, instead saying dis—
_ theAP healsopointedto his own:
crimination against gaypeople in — progay record: his support of ciViI f
the U.S. military should end, the ss unions and his signing into law a —
Assomated Press reports
state measure that provides CIVl|
— "I voted against it when I —
"rights protections for gays and
servedinCongresS,” Richardson
llesbians

emocratswrg
Bill Richardson recently spoke‘at the National Stonewall Democrats
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training conferenceheld in Las Vegas. The Presidential candidate wishes __
to repealformer President Clinton‘s installation of the "don‘t ask don‘t —
tell" policyin the U.S.military

Watery J’cﬁecﬁt/e
AprilI4 200712 to 2:00— AdvancedHealth Care _
—_Planning, Teacher: Ayla Heartsong. ___
&
April 21, 2007from 1:00 to 3:00—Medical Updatefor _
GLBT People, Teacher:: Arnold Drake, MD. _ __
April 26, 2007from7:00to 8:30— Perdonal Empowerment, ¢
Facilitator: Bob Loos. __
May12, 2007from 12 to 2:00— Inaoor Digital
: P/Jotograpl/y Teacher: HerbZeman. _
__
IMay 19, 2007from 12 to 2::00— Outdoor Digital
A:: Pbotograpby Teacher: Herb Zeman. ___
_
"z
fa May 24, 2007from7:00to 8:30— PerdonalEmpowerment, %
FacLlLtator Bob Loos. —
tai
f

LegalNotice'ﬁ 2%
f YouPaid forSerostim

You MayHave a Claimin a Proposed Class ActionSettlement
Full Cash Payors, Co—payors and their Heirsare Included

f hYoumay beable

to get cash from a $24 million Who Represents You? _
mage
Proposed Settlement if you paid for the prescription. The Court has appointed attorneys to represent the
| drug Serostim. TheProposed Settlementis with Merck Consumerand TPPs who comprise the Class. Class: —
Serono Internatronal S.A., Serono Laboratorles iuc.,"~ Counsel will request the Court award fair and reasonable )
and EMD Serono, Inc. (“Defendants”) Itis pendmg-i‘ attorneys‘ fees and costs not to exceed $3.96 milhon —
in the U.S. District Court for the Drstrict of plus reimbursement of expenses.
é
: Massachusetts
You may hire your own attorney, if you. wish..
_ However, you will beresponsible for that attorney‘s
S What Is the Class Action About7 s
feesand expenses.
Plaintiffs claim that Defendants 1mproperly marketed
Serostim, adrug approved by FDA to treat HIV/AIDS What Are Your Options?
—wasting or cachexia. The lawsuits claim that Defendants *Ifyou do not want to be: part of the Proposed (3
& encouraged doctors to prescribe Serostim based on Settlement, you must exclude yourself, in writing,—
diagnostic criteria that were not approved by FDA. The _ postmarked by May 21, 2007. Excluding yourself will
_| lawsuits do not allege that Serostim is dangerous to _ allow youto bring your own. clalms agamst the
| patienthealth,or that Serostim18notsafe and effective
Defendants..
—_ | forits approveduses.
.*If you stay inthe SettlementClass you can ﬁle aclalm§
_The Defendants denyany llabllity and have decrded'j Yourclaim mustbepostmarkedby July 19,2007. All ||
to settle to av01d the expense and uncertalnty of; claimdocumentation submittedby you Willbekept
litigatlon
: confidential and will beused
only for the
purposeof | —
processing claims.
__| Who is Involved7
:
;
___+»
You may object to or comment onanypart of the,
—The Proposed Settlement Class mcludes all personsor Proposed Settlement. Your objection/comment must |
entities nationwide that paid in whole or in part forthe
be written and postmarked by May 21, 2007. You
_| drug Serostim from July1;1995toDecember 31 2006 f may also request.in ertmg to speak attheFinal
CJSF: 4 Approval Hearing.
«
i+.
2 and the1rhelfssf\s
The Notice of Proposed ClassAction Settlement &
54 WhatDoes the ProposedSettlement Prowde" igs explamsexcludmg yourself, makinga claim, obJectmg/|
— [a $10.8million will beallocated to certain large Thrrd- > commenting and requestmg tospeak atthe Hearmg
Party Payors (e.g., insurance companies) who havea
| separateagreement with the Defendants.
~Will theCourt Approve the Proposed Settlement? I
| +$13.2 million will be allocated to theremammg Third— ‘The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on June 19,
| Party Payors (82%) and consumers (18%), after: 2007 at2:00 p.m. and will consider whetherto approve |
_ attorneys‘ fees and the costs of admlnistermg the the ProposedSettlement, award attorneysfees and allow
' Proposed Settlement are deducted
>
reimbursement of expenses. .
—For Additional Information

FortheNanceofProposed ClassAction Settlement informattonon yourr1ghts
2 andhowto file a claim: __
f
>

Call18003783615 Visit: www.SerostimSettlementcom
or Write: Serostim Litigation Administrator,c/o Complete Claim Solutions, LLC
f
|
P0 Box 24676 West Palm Beach FL33416
—
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Politics
Initiative:Fairness Storms State Capital —

>
by Jonathan Cole

making their way through the
legislature.
— Shelby County legislators
led the state in introducing
_
a pro—GLBT bills (SB2075
and HB2047). Senator Shea
Flinn (D—30) and Rep. Bev—
erly Robinson Marrero (D—89) .._:
introduced bills that would
create a Tennessee license

On February 20, a record
number of volunteers from
all over the state of Tenn.
gathered to lobby state rep—
resentatives of the 105 Gen—
eral Assembly in Nashville for
Advancing Equality Day on
the Hill. Forthe third year in
tag benefiting the Tennessee —
a row, the Tennessee Equal—
ity Project (TEP) hosted eager _ Equality Project Foundation.
If these bills passed, Tennes—
lobbyists ready to influence
seans would be able to pay _
legislation affecting the GLBT
an extra fee for a specialized
citizens of the state.
license plate with a TEP logo.
A contingent of volunteers
Proceeds from the extra fee
— from Initiative:Fairness (I:F)
would
be directed to the TEP
represented Shelby County
—
Foundation.
. this year: Alan Herbers, Casey
TEP is also tracking ~
Lanham, Felipe Zuvichaux,
_
bills this legislative ses—
Jonathan Cole, Mary Parks,
sion (SB1133/SB2079 and
Stacey Dixon, and Tommy _
HBO905/HB0868) that would
Simmons.
require public school students
TEP hosted volunteers ar—
to gain permission from their
riving in Nashville at a special
Memphis community members were able to attend the Tennessee Equally Project‘s Advancing Equality Day
parents before participating in
reception the previous evening
on Feb. 20 in order to speak with various legislators regarding GLBT—related bills. Pictured above, from left to
school groups and organiza—
at Tribe on Church Street. The
right, are Stacey Dixon, Alan Herbers, Tommy Simmons, Jonathan Cole, Felipe Zuvichaux, Mary Parks, and
tions,
such as drama or Span—
Casey Lanham.
board of TEP, the GLBT sup—
ish club. While this seems like
portive Rep. Sherry Jones
reasonable legislation on the
(D—59), Rob Briley (D—52) from
If unable to participate in
or representative, be sure to
following representatives to
surface,
social conservatives
Nashville, and Bob Clement
this year‘s Advancing Equality
include the bill number in your
discuss the above legislation:
in other states have used simi— Sen. Paul Stanley (R31), Sen.
(a former US Senate candi—
Day, there‘s still time to con—
correspondence. To stay in—.
lar laws to prevent participa—
date and current candidate for
— formed about legislation that
Shea Flinn(D30),Rep. Beverly __ tactstaterepresentatives to
tion ingay—straight alliances — RobinsonMarrero(D89),Rep. ~askthem to support the TEP
Mayor of Metro Nashville and
affects the rainbow community
on high school campuses. If
Davidson County), greeted
license tag bill and oppose
and be added to the I:F distri—
Eddie Neal (D92), Rep. John
this legislation passes, GLBT
them.
the student group bills. Visit
bution list, send I:F an e—mail
DeBerry (D90), Rep. Larry
students and their friends will
Lobbying efforts began the
at if@mglcc.org or sign up on
Miller (D88), Rep. Mike Kernell . www.tennesseeanytime.org/
be less likely to find a safe
next day with a brief orienta—
government/elected.htm! to
the I:F website at http://www.
(D93), Rep. Ron Lollar (R99),
environment
in their school.
tion at 8:30 a.m. TEP informed
obtain elected representatives.
mgliec.org/if.
and Rep. Steve McManus
I:F volunteers met with the
the group of two sets of bills
If contacting a state senator
(R96).

Presidential
by Herb Zeman
The National Stonewall
Democrats Western National
Training Conference was held
in Las Vegas the weekend of
Mar. 23. Herb Zeman, trea—
surer of the Memphis Stone—
wall Democrats, is now on
the board of directors for the
national organization.
The first day was a day of
political tranings to get every—
one prepared for the Presi—
dential Campaigns coming
up in 2008. Zeman attended
a session on the 2008 Demo—
cratic Presidential Delegate
Selection Process that morn—

Candidates Address
ing at 9 a.m., and a session on
Improving State Democratic
Party Platforms on GLBT Is—
sues that afternoon at 1 p.m.
The leadership lunch, be—
sides having lots of healthy,
tasty food, had many interest—
ing speeches from all kinds
of experienced politicos. The
Mayor of Las Vegas, Oscar
Goodman, served to introduce
the two presidential candi—
dates that followed. The first
was New Mexico Governor
Bill Richardson. The informa—
tion he provided was also
very informative and he has a
wide variety of experience in
government, including being a

UN Ambassador and a former
Secretary of Energy. He‘s also
a strong supporter of GLBT
issues. The other candidate
who attended was Congress—
man Dennis Kucinich from
Cleveland, OH. More liberal
of the presidential candidates,
he is probably one of the few
who is willing to come out in
favor of same—sex marriage
rights. Congressman Kucinich
also introduced his wife and
drew parallels between how
his marriage might be viewed
and how gay marriages might
be viewed.
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Las Vegas mayor Oscar Goodman spoke to those attending the train—
ing session for the National Stonewall Democrats. Goodman was able to
introduce two Presidential candidates to the stand, Governor Bill Rich—
ardson andCongressman Dennis Kucinich.

Sports
Softball

Season

by Mimi Homer

Returns to

Memphis

_ The Bluff City Sports Asso—
ciation announces 2007 season.

velop skills," according to League
Commissioner, Chris Balton. "We
welcome all players regardless of
ability."

Bluff City
f Sports Association
Cm
%
(BCSA) is an organization dedicat—

f year‘s
1, season kicks
;
This
off
Apr. 29 with new player sign—ups

} The season will conclude with
the league sending a representa—

ed to promoting sportsmanship
o
ne
and camaraderie within the GLBT

4
yom
‘_
a skills clinic for new and return—
ing players, and a few exhibition

tive team to the North American
Gay Amateur Athletic Alliance

community as well as the Mem—
4
¢
phis Community at—large. Teams
fel of o
t all skill level
gonels: of playels at aSAIMEYE S""
and# years f of experience.
|
f Expertzerliced P ayei's s <

i
games to get ready for the sea—
i
:
f
son. This year BCSA is changing
focutions. Gates Will be played
;
Sunday afternoons at Willow

(NAGAAA) World Series in Oct. in
M
Phoenix, AZ.
*
>
.
Teams are starting practices
now. 5 The
for teams that
s deadline
4

Park, located on Willow Rd be—
tween Perkins and Mt. Moriah be—

appy to nelp newer players de—

f
Fil

aoa
a

\l I A \ X
a

SLeve S0/0777OM
Residence : 901.454.1931
54 S. Cooper * Memphis, Tn 38104
E—warl : rtevem7@aol.com

—

are signing up is Apr. 15. For more
information on how to join the
league, please contact League
Commissioner Chris Balton at
901.301.7091 or Chris@fbalton.
com. One can also contact Asst.

I

Serving out Communll‘y fo’z 17 years! Please
call me when you are teacly to sell or to

purchase a home. 3 want to be your real
estate connection.

Lesbian
Com—
3
munity Center

made a visit to !
the Mem- f
phis Grizzlies
basketball
ame Feb 3
9
#%
All
Fom proceeds
Bckeft

4Zghacseedsfor
P
the event were
donated to
MGLCC.

Commissioner Mimi Homer at
mimi_42@comcast.net or check
out the Web site at www.bluffci—
tysports.net.
BCSA has many sponsors

MGLCC
watched as
the Mem—
phis Grizzlies

Chris

tackled the

and Shelby County who provide
a multitude of services and ben—
efits to team members and their
families. If interested in helping or
sponsoring the league (or a spe—
cific team), please contact BCSA
for more information.
BCSA—Softball League is

Indiana Pac—
ers. Although
the Grizzlies
fought long
and hard,
the rainbow
community
watched as

committed to the elimination of
discrimination based on gender,
race, class, economic status,
ethnic background, sexual orien—
tation, age, physical ability and
cultural orreligious backgrounds.

SIX GENERATION

Contact

The Mem—
phis Gay and

throughout the city of Memphis

Ojﬁff : 901.278.4380

—

at 1 p.m. The season runs
through the end of July finishing
With a round—robin tournament to
determine the league champion.

Balton

901.388—1212

their team fell
to the Pacers
with a final
score of 110—
116.

FAMILY BUSINESS

for

all

your

sign

needs

chris@fbalton.com
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Enough

by Jamie R. Griffin
Political Analyst and NPR
senior correspondent Juan Wil—
liams truly understands that he‘s a
minority in the United States. Not
because he‘s an African—Ameri—
can, but because he‘s an African—
American that‘s willing to air Black
people‘s "dirty laundry."
In his book Enough, Williams
is asking African—Americans to
take a serious look in the mirror
and stop looking to the govern—
ment for solutions to problems. If .
readers didn‘t know Williams was
a liberal prior to reading the book,:
they certainly wouldn‘t conclude
it afterwards. But Williams is not
much different from his inspiration
for the book, Bill Cosby.
In 2004, at a celebration for
the anniversary of the landmark
Brown vs. Board of Education
decision, Cosby was one of the
featured speakers. That night,
Cosby asked if Blacks had taken
advantage of the landmark Su—
preme Court ruling against sepa—
rate but equal in the public school
systems in 1954. Cosby‘s attacks,
which were directed at lower —
economic class Blacks, caused
an uproar with several "leaders" in
the Black community.

is

Memphis Stonewall Democrats Present:

Enough

In Enough, Williams is Cosby‘s
personal Ed McMahon, agreeing
with his every point.
Williams was brave enough to
take on established Black lead—
ers like Al Sharpton and Jesse
Jackson, labeling them as phony.
Williams and Cosby have been
both labeled closet—conserva—
tives by some members of the
mainstream media. Williams is
quick to point out that Cosby has
always supported Black causes,
citing the millions he‘s donated to
historical black colleges and uni—
versities in the United States, and
how Cosby was one of the first to
put positive Black role models for
all of America to see in prime—time
with his 80‘s television hit, The
Cosby Show. Williams‘ assump—
tion is because of his contribu—
tions to Black America. Cosby, of
all people, should be able to voice
his opinion without backlash.
Of the 232 pages of Williams‘
book, 201 of them address the
problems in Black America——poor
spending habits, bad priorities,
outdated leaders, and lack of
education, among some. The
other 31 pages offer solutions.
I only wish it were the other
way around.

Al Gore‘s
AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH
(Academy Award, Best Documentary 2006)
Ts)

Iii;
3.

Bee Season
by Monica Engesser
When making a list of "most—
scintillating subjects of all time,"
spelling bees might not im—
mediately come to mind. Myla
Goldberg, in the 2000 novel Bee
Season, takes a fairly mundane
topic and creates a masterpiece,
a tightly, brilliantly woven tapestry
of family life, Judaism, and insan—
ity. Goldberg tells the story of
Eliza Naumann, a young Jewish
girl who, to her intellectual father‘s
disappointment, has never ex—
celled scholastically, until she
discovers an uncanny ability for
spelling.
Although the title would sug—
gest that this is solely Eliza‘s
story and that she is the obvious
heroine, it is really a tale of the
Naumann family and how Eliza‘s
success upsets the entire family‘s
equilibrium and brings to surface
issues that have been simmer—
ing for years. Goldberg carefully
chronicle‘s Eliza‘s immediate fami—
ly‘s history, so readers witness the
action unfold and are given snap—
shots of the events that shape
her parent‘s personalities, which
reveals why they react as they do
to the crumbling family unit.
Goldberg examines Eliza‘s
relationship with her older brother
Aaron, Aaron‘s relationship with
his father, Eliza‘s relationship with
her father, and their mother‘s

—

/ %

Stings
distant, stylized interactions with
them all. Aaron‘s saga is a fasci—
nating side story about a teenage
boy‘s struggles with growing up
and becoming disillusioned, by
God, by his father, and by his
religion.
On the surface, Eliza‘s family
seems stable, if unconventional.
Her father is a former hippie with
a penchant for Jewish mysticism,
her mother is a successful lawyer,
and everyone thinks her brother
should be a rabbi. Eliza is used
to being overlooked by her father,
completely ignored by her mother,
and while she and her brother
used to be close, since he be—
came a teenager, they‘ve drifted
apart.
The language Goldberg uses
is beautiful, touching, and heart
breaking at times. She does a
tremendous job of painting an
intimate portrait of the entire
messed—up family. Readers feel
Eliza‘s desperation as she watch—
es her family fall apart around her,
and empathize with her guilt as
she thinks it is her fault. Read—
ers also understand her mother‘s
mental disorder, as Goldberg
explains the thought processes
Miriam goes through, and discov—
er her actions conceivable, even
justifiable.
One of Goldberg‘s greatest
achievements in this debut novel
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is her clarity in presenting a char—
acter. As she tells each family
member‘s story in turn, we relate
to an average 10—year—old girl with
a shot at greatness, a 16—year—
old boy going through a spiritual
crisis, an aging beatnik, and an
obsessive—compulsive klepto—
maniac. The sheer beauty of this
book made it nearly impossible to
put down. Goldberg exquisitely
describes the dynamics of a fam—
ily in a state of flux, particularly as

observed by a child in the midst
of it all.
This book is appropriate for
anyone who‘s had a family, felt
crazy, been in a competition, or
questioned the religion they were
brought up to believe. Whether
looking for a fascinating story, tips
on transcendence, a contempo—
rary commentary on family, or just
a well—crafted piece of literature,
Bee Season is a word—perfect
answer.

Triangle Journal is dedicated to
correcting erroneous
information.
To send corrections, email TJ at
trianglejournal@aol.com
Photo credits for the flag photos
in last month‘s issue are Joel
hapman, front page photo,
and John Heizer, 2006 photo.

Reviews
2008

Traditionalists can finally relax.
Mercedes heard their demands
for the good ‘ol days of eternal fa—
miliarity and retreated to the high
ground, all without losing touch
with the future. Designers reat—
tached a bold chrome grille and
put the "wreath and star" —— logo
back where it belongs on the top—
center of said grille. A taller hood
was integrated to meet European
pedestrian safety laws, but the
effect in the New World is to give
the car a more formal look. Rect—
angular headlamps replace ovoid
ones while wrap—around taillamps
continue the dirt—repelling ribbed
effect that has been on Mercedes
since the early ‘70s.
Interior designers were every
bit as talented asthe ones who
corrected the exterior. Unlike the
S—Class, the C—Class still has a
gated gear selector in the center
console. Designers also kicked
out the copycat gauge layout and
returned to a huge center speed—
ometer flanked by the tachometer
and lesser gauges. Of course, the
speedometer now encompasses
a multi—function electronic dis—
play and is ringed in chrome. The
three—pointed star is clearly visible
from the driver‘s seat, as it should
be.
—
Mercedes has not released fi—
nal engine choices, but Americans
should expect similarity with the
current line—up. Entry models will
likely be equipped with a 3.0—litre
V6, while upper trims will come
with a 3.5—litre V6 or 6.2—litre V8
engines. Rear— and "AMATIC"
all—wheel drive models will mirror
the current line—up. A BLUETEC
diesel is expected later.
One big area where the new
C—Class differs from previous
generations is that it is available
with two grille designs. Base and
luxury models come with the
traditional grille and hood orna—
ment. Sport versions face off with
a wide SL—style grille with center—
mounted star. Interiors on sport
models are made exciting with a
three—spoke steering wheel and
metal trim in place of wood.
Last year, my grandmother

C—Class

Restores Tradition

quit driving
because of
eye prob—
lems, but
couldn‘t
part with
her fourth
and last
Mercedes,
so my par—
ents put it
in storage.
Know—
ing that it had been meticulously
Mercedes has grown over the years, proving to consumers that since
maintained by the local Mercedes
the 190E was developed, the company remains stylish, sleek, and above
dealership, and that I had driven
the rest while still providing quality to it‘s customers.
Photos courtesy Mercedes
the car many, many miles myself
on trips and around town, I of—
fered to buy it. My grandmother
told me that
if I wanted it,
to come get
it—she would
give it to me.
So, I added a
very special
1995 C220 to
my garage.
After see—
ing the new
C—Class, I called
my grandmother
on the phone
and told her
about it. When
I described
it, she said, "I
'
think I would like it very much."
She would indeed. The 190E was
always her favorite car and the
§
new baby Benz is conceived in
its image, only properly advanced
20 years in technology and style.
I wish she could call and tell me
she bought one. I would love to
take it for a drive, peer out at its
tall hood ornament, settle into
the sprung seats, sweep the big
speedometer past 100, and feel
the car settle on the roadway with
a sense of security that only a
Mercedes can provide. Engineers
and designers hit this one out of
the park. All things that Mercedes
owners hold sacred have been
restored.
Please send questions and
comments to Casey at CRWAu—
to@aol.com.
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Twenty years ago, my grand—
mother called to tell me that she
had purchased a Mercedes 190E,
her third Mercedes in 12 years.
As a junior high student in the
mid—west and a complete car nut,
that was pretty exciting. People
in my small town didn‘t drive
Mercedes
drove Chevro—
lets and Fords. I loved Mercedes
since I was old enough to sit on
her armrest and peer out at the
three—pointed star at the end of
the hood.
My grandmother believed they
were the best cars in the world,
and thanks in no small part to
piles of Mercedes model cars that
she sent to me from all over the
world, so did I. They were spe—
cial, and the 190E was a brand—
new model, sportier than any
Mercedes sedan before. Bruno
Sacco, long—time Mercedes de—
sign chief, noted the 190E as his
favorite design.
Several years later, the day
after | received my learners‘
permit, I drove that same Mer—
cedes for the first time. It drove
nothing like my parents‘ Chevy
Astro mini—van, rusted pickup, or
Geo Spectrum. Even as a freshly
minted driver, I could tell this was
something entirely different. The
‘Benz had a unique feel and look
from the way the steering was
weighted to how the suspension
absorbed bumps, the way the
seats were sprung from within,
its vertical chrome grille, simple
instruments, and tall decklid with
ribbed taillamps. Nothing I had
experienced looked or drove like
that Mercedes.
I couldn‘t help but think back
to the very first Mercedes com—
pact from modern times when I
recently saw the 2008 C—Class.
Recent Mercedes have become
streamlined, lost the bold chrome
grille, jettisoned the gated gear
selector, embraced an array of
electronics, killed the big cen—
ter—mounted speedometer, and
replaced it with Audi—style twin
gauges. In the current C—Class, it
is difficult to see the hood—mount—
ed star from the drivers‘ seat.

Mercedes

‘Doe ime tlag

Memphis Area Gay Youth
{Adelante!
MGLCC Hispanic LGBTQ

Peer support and discussion group

Orgullo (Programas) Igual—
dad (Justicia)
‘Adelante@mgicc.org
Tel: 1—901—570—0876

Call
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892 South Cooper
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Thanks To Our Sponsors

Thanks to everyone for your continued
support of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community
not
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Center!

exist

The

without

MGLCC

our

could

members,

volunteers and supporters.

Through their generous donations,

the.

sponsors below have made it possible to
._.host.this annual event without. any

expmsemthemai
Please do all you can to spend your
dollars
at
these
wonderful
establishments.. and don‘t forget to tell
them that the MELCCsentyoull
DISH Mediterranean Tapas Lounge
La Tourelle & Café 1912
The Blue Fish & Oyster Bar
DO Sushi Restaurant
Bari Ristorante e Enoteca
Pei Wei Asian Diner
Wild Oats Community Market
R. P. Tracks
Boscos Squared
zpizza
Fleming‘s Prime Steakhouse
Hyatt Place
-

Shelby Brookings
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Malco Theatres
Pink Palace Museum
Orpheum Theatre
Memphis Zoo
Memphis Grizzlies
Rock N Soul Museum
Elvis Presley‘s Graceland
Playhouse On The Square
Circuit Playhouse
TheatreWorks
Paggio‘s Salon
Kimberly Terrell

Community Resources
Bringing nature home. Friendly service. (901) 355—
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counsel—
vice/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm *
0157
email: beneaththesurface38106@yahoo.com.
or * Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd (901) 525—
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your
Rd, Ste 316 (901) 369—6050.
6602.
sympathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple
Initiative:Fairness (Political Committee of the Memphis Gay
(901) 578—9107; www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Counseling, (901) 761—91 78.
and Lesbian Community Center). Contact at IF@mglec.
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples.
org. Web site: www.mglec.org/IF
ADULT BOOKSTORES
(901) 358—0062
Goal—Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy,
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. (901) 345—0657.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper (901) 725—0521.
Sliding Fee Scale, Germantown/Cordova area (901)
(901) 427—1500 for information.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar (901) 744—
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
757—7706.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am
7494.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: (901) 578—9107.
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm * 2489 Broad Ave (901) 452—6272
Fantasy Warehouse I: 791—793 North White Station
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 (615) 794—5047,
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist,
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852,
(901) 683—9649
email: info@diversitybuilder. com, www.diversity—
LLC * 8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670
Memphis, TN 38124 (901) 335—MAGY. Website: www.
Fantasy Warehouse #4 — 2532 N. Watkins — (901)
builder.com
Colonial Rd., Ste. 1, Memphis (901) 848—6666, www.
magyonlline.org
358—8642
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Directory
inter—personalnet.com.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1 462 Poplar Ave
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell (901) 454—7765.
www.memphisbusiness.com.
Kent Usry, LCSW, MAC, M.Div. Specializing in dual
(901) 274—3550.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer (901)
Full Spectrum Painting: (901) 643—2814
disorders, addictions, grief and loss, and sexuality issues.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAH):
323—2665.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Oc—
Sliding scale fee. Call (901) 517—1737 for appointment.
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah (901) 327—2677.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd (901) 396—9050.
casions, Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MCLCC): 892
DENTAL SERVICES
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell: Rd (901) 744—4513.
Services (901) 276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.
S$ Cooper, Memphis 38104 (901) 278—6422. Website:
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist « 79 North Cooper
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. (901) 373—5760.
com, http://www.webspawner.com/users/girls—
(901) 685—5008.
www.mglec.org
work/index.html.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGC]): 111
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation
S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 3811 1
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
classes (901) 682—0855.
(901) 357—8383
(901) 262—2702, e—mail: migc@yahoo.com,
(901) 753—1413.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair,
Backstreet *: 2018 Court Street (901) 276—5522.
org
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service: (901)
Heating & A/C. * 1447 National, (901) 327—6887,
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place (901) 272—
Memphis Stonewall Democrats, P.O. Box 42041, Memphis,
458—0152.
(901) 327—7395.
0022.
s
TN 38174, www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, email
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://home—
Buns on the Run *: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 (901)
mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com, call 327—2677. Meet 4th
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 (901) 8184134,
town.aol.com/paranormal381 1 1 /ghost.html.
278—2867
Sundayofthe month at MGCLCC at 2 pm .
800—227—4146, fax: (901) 818—4233.
Midtown Galleries: Contemporary art, antiques, interior
Dish: 948 S. Cooper (901) 276—0002
Mid—South Equality: www.geocities.com/midsouth_equality
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor (901) 466—
Lorenz/AfterShock *: 1528 Madison (901) 274—8272.
design * 2232 Central Ave. (901) 725—0049.
* (901) 212—1410
,
3588, website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail:
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 1 5yr. exp., ref., on—
Madison Flame *: 1588 Madison (901) 278—0569
Mid—South Gay and Lesbian Republicans (MGLR): groups.
sarah. washington@lpl.com.
sight est., « (901) 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
Metro Memphis *: 1349 Autumn (901) 274—8010.
yahoo.com/group/MidsouthGLR/
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting (901) 725—9216.
One More *: 21 1 7 Peabody (901) 278—MORE (6673).
Mid—South Lambda Professional Alliance (MLPA): Contact at _ ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Ap—
Paggios for Hair Salon: (901) 274—3944.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701
groups.yahoo.com/group/midsouthlpa
pointment (901) 377—7701.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park (901) 761—2980.
(901) 396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall (901)
Mid—South Pride, Inc.: mail to: 11 1 S. Highland, Suite 322,
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 (901) 278—5002.
362—2989, 7716 Poplar Ave., Germantown (901)
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
Memphis, TN 38111 * 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor *
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resu—
competent, caring couple (901) 726—6198.
7o7—1212.
(901) 414.2197 «Fax: (901) 592.6635 * info@mid—
més, thesis, manuscripts, etc. (901) 795—4308.
Professional Pest Management: (901) 327—8400
Paragon Lounge *: 2865 Walnut Grove (901) 320—
southpride.org * website: www.midsouthpride.org.
See—S: Portraits & photography (901) 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner
0026
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group * c/o Barbara Jean
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. (901) 274—9794.
to highly advanced (901) 278—1384
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis, TN 3811 1—0052.
Affirmation: (708) 733—9590.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood (901)
Pumping Station *: 1382 Poplar Ave. (901) 272—7600.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis, .
Cay & Lesbian Helpline: 1—888—340—CLBT (Mon.—Fri.,
503—8376 or (901) 649—3270. °
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison (901) 278—0521
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis
5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 11187, Memphis
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: a social charitable organi—
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
38111—0187 (901) 324—4999, e—mail: viadmin@
zation. 7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Memphis, TN 38125
CARDS & GIFTS
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexu—
vantek.net. www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Profession—
Neshoba
Unitarian
Universalist
Church:
(901)
266—2626
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper (901) 728—6535.
als).
___ al magicians,live animals, clowns, balloon artists, face
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre— _
CLEANING SERVICES
j
Gay& LesbianYouth Hotline: 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—.
— painter, DJs, pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers
gational Church,1000 South Cooper, Rev. JohnGilmore—
Sun., Tpm—1 1:45pm.).
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: (901) 7264211.
(901) 358—7258—Nicholas Toombs.
(901)
323—3514.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office (901) 283—
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: (901) 278—4297 « 24—hrs.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG):
— REAL ESTATE SERVICES
LINC: (901) 415—2700.
1089
(901) 682—8709 Website: www.pflagmemphis.org E—mail:
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments:
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: (901) 272—
King‘s Dogsitting Service: (901) 283—1089
gidrdrake@aol.com
194 Looney Ave. (901) 525—3044.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr.
2020
*
Parents & Friends ofLesbians & Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
service, free estimates (901) 327—6165.
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276—LIVE.
38305 (901) 664—66 14 for information, e—mail: burtren@
Germantown (901) 753—7222, (901) 458—3852.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
aeneas.com
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
Fri., 3—9pm) 1—800—399—PEER.
;
Adelante: support group for GLBT and questioning
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi: Meets the third Thursday
West Poplar Ave. (901) 853—0237.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: (901) 274—7477.
Hispanic community Contact: adelante@mglec.org
of every month. Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom Cen—
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: (901)
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: (617) 899—
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371,
ter), 7 p.m. * (662) 816—2142 « PO Box 2142 Oxford,
377—1057.
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
Memphis 38174—1371.
MS * www.geocities.com/pflag_oxfordnorthms
Chad
Oakley, Home Loan Consultant, American
Beta Epsilon Chapter of Beta Phi Omega Sorority, Inc.
LEGAL SERVICES
Perpetual Transition: A support and social group for trans—
Home Mortgage: 7C Stonebridge Blvd., Jackson, TN
CommunityService Organization catering to Femi—
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett
gender people of all varieties and non—transallies. Meets
38305 : office:(731) 660—1000 ext. 16, cell: (731)
nine Lesbian, Bisexual, and Heterosexual women
Rd., Senatobia, MS 38668 (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—
2nd and 4th Mondayfrom 7:30—9 p.m. at MGCLCC. Email
499—2900
Contact:President Natasha Burnett Holmes at (901)
0823 or (662) 292—0046..
clanham@memphis.edu. Website: www.groups.yahoo.
Andrew Thompson, Heritage Home Mortgage: 6465
949—6889 or betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com; www.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 S. Front St.,
com/group/perpetualtransition
Quail Hollow #200, Memphis, TN 38120 : (901)
betaphiomega.net
Ste. 206 (901) 527—1316.
Pink Pistols: e—mail: memphis@pinkpistols.org.
271—3717
Blue Suede Bears: www.bluesuedebears.com * bart—
LODGING
Stonewall Tigers: University ofMemphis, c/o Stonewall Ti—
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
bear69@yahoo.com
French
Quarter
Suites
*:
2144
Madison
(901)
523—8912.
gers, 2522 Campus Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—
Cooper (901) 278—4380.
Bluff City Sports Association: www. bluffcitysports.net.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group
2521, e—mail: stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: (901) 465—437 1
Sales—Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty (901)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
$. Cooper (901) 278—4380.
— Richard Andrews.
762—0056.
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 (901)
TRAVEL
Children of Lesbians and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE)
MASSAGE SERVICES
357—1921.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Memphis: email — colagememphis@yahoo.com
ABG A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: (901) 323—31 1 1 — Linda
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second (901) 525—5302.
website — colagememphis@yahoogroups.com
peutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint
Etherton, (901) 342—4630 — James Bailey.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member Inter—
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Kirby Rd. Memphis 38119
ment. (901) 377—7701.
national Gay & Lesbian Travel Association (901)
Club Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy « 685 S. High—
Univ. ofMiss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. (901) 218—0669. Inbal—
465—2936.
land, Memphis 38104 (901) 2722116.
3541, Univ., MS 38677 (662) 915—7049, email: glba@
ance Fitness, 794 S. Cooper
Walls Limousine Service, Inc.: Transportation services
4F: Leather/Levi group * 698 Pope Dr., Bartlett
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
olemiss.edu, website: http://www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
available in the tri—state area. Luxury limousines,
38112.
sage (901) 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate
luxury sedans, standard sedans, 15 passenger vans,
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun.
Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue — Hot stone massage
Weds. 5 p.m. Info 13 1F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
standard excursions. Call for info at (662) 78 1—9320
9:30 & 10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm « 1000 South Cooper
(901) 761—7977. e—mail: tompitmanmemphis@yahoo.
neilg@utm.edu (901) 587—7301.
or check our website at wallslimo.com
(901) 278—6786.
com
:
COUNSELING
SERVICES
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.: Hypnotherapy, Individual,
MEDIA
To add or change
& fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am * 166
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine « Box 771948,
Poplar (901) 525—5619.
scale fee available. (901) 685—5491 for appointment.
Memphis 38177—1948, (901) 682—2669, Fax: 685—
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service
a listing, please
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S.. Cooper (901) 844—4357.
2234, email: FamilyMag@aol.com,
Organization * 43 N. Cleveland, Memphis « 38104
Triangle Journal: Free monthly newspaper published by
Kent
D.
Fisher,
LPC,
MAC:
Experiential
Healing
Center,
(901) 272—0855 or (901) 278—AIDS, www.Friends—
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center «892 S.
1713 Lockett Place (901) 372—0710. EMDR, group,
E—mail: rhart@mglcc.org
ForLifeCorp.com.
Cooper St, Memphis 381 11—0485 (901) 827—7277
individual, couples & family therapy.
Galloway Church: www.gallowaychurch.com
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
email: ;@mglcc.org
Holy Trinity Community Church *: Worship Service:
or
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Sun. 9 & 1 1 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S.
(901)
527—1098.
Antique Warchouse*: 2563 Summer (901) 323—0600.
Highland, Memphis 38111 (901) 320—9376, e—mail:
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
call 901.596.2114
Beneath the Surface: Pond cleaning and—maintenance.
office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
rebirthing (901) 761—3435.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Ser—
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The GLBT Memphis Resources Directory are printed as
a public service. Agencies and businesses listed herein
have requested to be listed, but have not been charged.
(* Indicates Triangle Journal distribution points.)
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KNOWN

* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment
Center — 10pm

* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station
— 10pm

* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight

* Dance with DJ RJ — Madison Flame
SATURDAYS

* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier
parking lot

(Union and Riverside), Jam

* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown
Greenbelt

Park on Mud Island — Jam

* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. —
MGLCC — 278—

Center

10:30pm & 12:15pm

* Dance with DJ RJ — Madison Flame

MORE

FOR WHO

é

WE

INCLUDE.

HOLY A RINITY

A WELCOMING CONGREGATION OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

Sundays at 11 A.M.

685 S. Highland St.
Memphis, TN

38111

901.320.9376
www. holytrinitymemphis.org

$. Cleveland

§

N.Cleveland
McNeil

somes

g
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B
toN.Wile
11
13

|¢2

gunk

T

1. Metro

8. The Jungle

2. One More

9. Lorenz Aftershoc

3. Inz and Outz

10. P&H Cafe

4. MGLCC

11. Madison Flame

*

E. Partcway

Gay and Gay—Friendly Establishments
Not to Scale
Not all streets shown

5. Paragon Lounge 12. Backstreet
6. Pumping Station 13. Bogie‘s
7. Dish

14. Otherlands
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4297 — 7 pm

* Drag Show— Allusions Entertainment

Walnut Grove

f§
1

Community Calendar April 2007
Sunday

Monday
|

Tuesday

§

Wednesday

2

3)"

—

Friday

~~~

5

OutFlix Meeting 7
p.m.

7

Initiative:Fairness 6

Yard Sale 8 a.m.—1 2p.

p.m.

m.

: 3

f

34 Morrison

11

Nike TN GLBTF Net—

6

Men‘s Potluck 6:30

9

work Volunteer Night

Saturday

p.m.
|
8

Thursday

12

13

§

14

Alpha Chi Upsilon
. Expression Poetry
Night 6 p.m.

Perpetual Transition
6:30 p.m.

Your Wishes, Your
Choices; Advance
Healthcare
Planning Noon—2
p.m.

15

16

MGLCC Board Meet—

Nike TN GLBTF Net—

FedEx LGBT&F Vol—

17
Womyn‘s Potluck

18

19
Q—Cafe Coffee

ing 3 p.m.

work Volunteer Night

unteer Night

6:30 p.m.

House: JenEsther

Medical Update 1

Brown 7 p.m.

p.m.

f
Memphis Top Stud/

Finance Committee

Femme Competition

6:30 p.m.

20

21
Lavender University:

Holocaust Commit—

— Backstreet 7 p.m.—

tee Meeting 10 a.m.

I 1 p.m.

:
22

Stonewall Democrats
| presents "An Invon—

23|

.

24

—

26

27

28

Nike TN GLBTF Net—

FedEx LGBT&F Vol—

Lavender University:

March of Dimes

work Volunteer Night

unteer Night

Personal Empower

Walk America

ment Series 7 p.m.

Shelby Farms 9 a.m.—

cenient Truth" 2 p.m.
f

25

?
Perpetual Transition

1 p.m.

‘6:30 p.m.

:
‘"Show Me What You
Got" Fashion Ex—
travaganza 7 p.m.— | |
p.m. $15 advance
$20 door

29

30
Nike TN GLBTF Net—
work Volunteer Night

Heta Phi

W Jamuly», Ine

*
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Saturday. 4107/07

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND

dverfise
advertise
withwith us!us!

preview B00THS AnD

aud Fomine

dam—Lepm

&

34 Morrison #3

For pricing and
Wareh
information

HBachstreot Momplhis
f

IDEO ARCADES

iti

Pre

Keds Clothes
fee"

Increase your sales and

Zon—Iam

"Shou Wie What ow Get!"

i ham!
t @'nglcc; org or

75?afﬁne aStgtigrlijgif- (£15629
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Bﬁodk‘shﬂd. + 345—0825

415

Eimbrot
Fashion Extravaganza
Aduance _
mwirstt 0o@yabes Satirday, April28, 2007 Zpm—1!Ipm Cic
com — Ximinls
Sooking Wlodols — 901 —949—68589
Auailable

4

(Mini—Theatre)
901.827.7277

Larry Timmerman

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642
f

Bill Johns
larehouse Dall

Want to advertise in
Triangle Journal?
Email us at
t@mglcc.org

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 323—0600
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
info@antquewarehousemall.com
www. antiquewarehousemall.com
We Do Customized Framing

land checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon., Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays
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